
True Skate

**About True Skate**

True Skate is the official mobile game of "Street League Skateboarding". In the game, users can

skate in large, individually designed skate parks and try out numerous tricks.

With True Skate, you can enjoy a unique skate experience even on your smartphone or tablet. In

the app you have many different skate parks available, in which you can try numerous tricks.

Control your skateboard simply by swiping and tapping on your screen. If you need variety, you can

also take part in numerous challenges and fight for the top of the leader board.

**True Skate - Features:**

- Easy control of your skateboard: In order that you can enjoy a unique skating experience on your

smartphone or tablet and are not disturbed by a complicated control, your skateboard in True

Skate can be controlled simply by swiping or tapping on the screen. For example, when you tap the

skateboard, it moves the way you want. If you pull your finger over the floor in the game, you push

your skateboard.

- Visit huge skate parks: There are many skate parks available in True Skate. In each individual

skate parks you will enjoy optimal equipment. For example, the parks all have Ledges, Stairs or

Grindrails as well as Bowls or Halfpipes.

- Try some spectacular tricks: In the various skate parks you can practice and perfect risky and

spectacular tricks. Start with simple tricks like an ollie and improve your skateboarding skills until

you can do even tricky tricks like a laser flip or a 360 flip. You can also watch all the tricks in slow

motion and discover small mistakes that you should avoid on the next try. You also have the

opportunity to record skate sessions and spectacular tricks and share them with your friends.

- More challenging challenges: If you just get bored of trying tricks, you can face many challenges

in True Skate.

- Reach the top of the leaderboards: To reach the top of the leaderboard in True Skate, you need to

be good at tricks, face challenges, and score as high as you can.

Conclusion: The skateboard game True Skate convinces with an authentic gaming experience.

Above all, True Skate owes this gaming experience to its simple operation with the help of wiping

and typing gestures, as well as its realistic tricks.


